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The overall goal of this course is to provide an overview of mathematical approaches at several levels of ecological organization (from indivuals to communities). This course includes application and interpretation of standard similarity and diversity indices in community ecology, using of linear algebra in modeling of population processes and in calculation of individual characteristics. The main topics of this course are:
1.  A classification of ecological data in terms of their measurement scale.
    - measurement scale, transformation and standardization of data
2.  Rarefraction method.
   - relationship between species richness and sample size 
3.  Measures of distance between samples
    -    - binary coefficients of similarity ( e.g. Simple matching coefficient, Rogers and Tanimoto coefficient,
           Jaacard coefficient, Sörensen coefficient, Kulczynski coeffient ect.) 
    - difference between symmetric and asymmetric coefficients and double zero problem
       - creating of all formulas in software "Microsoft excel"
4.4.  Measures of distance between samples
    -    -  coefficients of similarity for quantitative data (e.g. Sörensen quantitative coefficient, Morsita –
           Horn   coefficient ect.) 
      -  creating of all formulas in software "Microsoft excel"
5.5.  Measures of distance between samples
     -   -  Pythagoras theorem, Euclidean distance, Weighted Euclidean distance, Manhattan metric, Chord
           distance, Whittaker´s index of association
      -  creating of all formulas in software "Microsoft excel"
6.6.  Biodiversity and biodiversity indices
      -  definition of alfa, beta and gama diversity
   -   -  overview of biodiversity indices (e.g. Margalex index, Menhinick index, Shannon index, Brillouin
          index, Simpson index, Berger - Parker index, species evenness)
     -  creating of all formulas in software "Microsoft excel"
7.  7. Population ecology and Mathematics
        - unstructured and structured population models (Mertze tables, Leslie matrix, instantaneous versus
          finite survival rates), stable age distribution, generation time, reproductive value of individuals
8.  8. Ecology of individual and math
         - feeding or spatial niche breadth, overlap in niches of two species, individual growth rate,
           secondary production (cohort and non- cohort methods)



